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ABSTRACT
During the development of scientific disciplines, mainstream periods alternate with revolution
periods, where “out of the way disciplines” can become a mainstream. Just in the moment
increasing turbulences announce a new revolution. The variety of "High Performance Computing" scenes will be mixed up. Can an increasing application of structurally programmable hardware platforms (Computing by the Yard) break the monopoly of the von Neumann mainstream
paradigm (Computing in Time) also in multipurpose hardware? From a Co-Design point of view,
the paper tries to provide an overview through the turbulences and tendencies, and introduces a
fundamentally new machine paradigm, which uses a field-programmable data path array
(FPDPA) providing instruction level parallelism. The paper drafts a structured design space for
all kinds of parallel algorithm implementations and platforms: procedural programming vs.
structural programming, concurrent vs. parallel, hardwired vs. reconfigurable. A structured view
by rearranging the variety of computing science scenes seems to be feasible.
Key Words: Xputer, accelerator, application-specific processor, embedded system, field-programmable devices, hardware/software co-design, instruction level parallelism, non von Neumann, partitioning,
rapid prototyping

1. PREFACE
The scene of "High Performance Computing" is like a band wagon. The scene gets more and more
intransparent. Some players even discuss a splitting-up of the area into "Computer Science" and "Computing Science". Why do Real Time Systems, Multimedia Hardware, Digital Signal Processing, Custom
Computing Machines, ASIPs, Hardware/Software Co-Design and others form isolated subscenes?
Hundreds of conferences per year are held worldwide. All have the same goal: high performance, for an
adequate price. The wide variety of applications does not sufficiently explain the Babylonic confusion.
There is a severe lack of survey papers and good tutorials. Conflicting terminology adds to the confusion.
A new IEEE Technical Committee "Engineering of Computer-Based Systems (ECBS)" tries to structure
this chaos. General models are missing, which the TC-ECBS is still looking for.
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Figure 1.

History of turbulences in Computing, Parallel and/or High Performance
Computing.
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Sequential programming has an excellent paradigm, namely von Neumann. But parallel computing
has been following this wrong paradigm for decades. And Hardware/Software Co-design had no paradigm at all. Panelists frankly admit, that the entire discipline is in a severe crisis. Waiting for the Terabyte-(per second-)Bus does not seem to be a way out. At the High Performance Computing-Symposium
in New Delhi, in the end of 1995, field programmable logic has been officially introduced – by an opening-keynote speaker from MIT – as "Computing by the Yard" (vs. Computing in Time). This is a milestone, since shortly before high performance research has not looked at this new accelerator technology
platform. From a Co-Design point of view, the paper tries to provide an overview through the turbulences and tendencies. It drafts a structured design space for all kinds of parallel algorithm implementations and platforms: procedural programming vs. structural programming, concurrent vs. parallel,
hardwired vs. reconfigurable. A structured view by rearranging the variety of computing science scenes
seems to be feasible.

2. INTRODUCTION
The complete system on a chip (SOC) is on the advance. Viewing VLSI-Design tools, the focus of
public interest moves up one level of abstraction every 6 years. After polygons, transistors and the gate
level (logic synthesis), the register transfer level used by high level synthesis and VHDL (mainly in
Europe) or Verilog (mainly USA) has passed its peak now. Presently, the interest turns more and more to
the processor level, which may reach its peak by the year 2000. All over the world, special processors
and microprocessors have already achieved a higher turnover in the microchip market than universal
processors.
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Figure 2.
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In several R&D-scenes, application-specific microprocessors are on the advance [2], [3]: as ASIPs
(application-specific instruction set processors [4] - [7]), as FCCMs (FPGA-based custom computing
machines [8] - [15]), or by applying of hardware-software-co-design [16] - [26]. The more radical
ASIP-method creates complete application-specific instruction sets, the reason why compilers, operating-systems, simulators and emulators must be generated for every ASIP seperately. In contrast, the
approaches of FCCMs and hardware-software-co-design add only a few application-specific extensions
to the (standard-) instruction sets of universal processors by external accelerator hardware (AH). The
advantage of these approaches is the usability of commercially available software. The disadvantage of
the apparently more flexible methods of FCCMs or hardware-software-co-design appears, that the
interface between AH on the one side and the host inclusive system software on the other side is only a
tinker toy solution. As soon as the instruction set is changing, a new instruction sequencer is necessary
because of its tight coupling to the ALU (figure 2). To avoid this, the AH must be connected for example using reserved memory addresses (figure 2).

3. REVOLUTION AGAINST VON NEUMANN?
Besides the mainstream of the sequential programmed von-Neumann-processors, the field-programmable logic (FPL) has been developed unnoticed for a long time. For example, the FPLA has been
available for three decades. But meanwhile, FPL components like FPGAs have reached several billion
dollars of turnover all over the world. Hardware has become soft and besides sequential programming
the structural programming is getting more and more important [27] - [30]. In addition to reconfigurable components, more and more reconfigurable commercial boards appear now (e. g. [31] - [35]). An
important application are embedded reconfigurable accelerators (e. g. [36] - [39]). Will reconfigurable
architectures (like e. g. also [40] - [43]), i. e. structurally programmable processors, sometime overcome
the von-Neumann paradigm? Or will these two worlds merge together forming a new system of theories to produce a new super paradigm? But there is still a long way to go to reach this goal. At the time,
the two worlds of computing in time and computing in space are not yet married. The systolic arrays
([44], [45]), the product of their first brief rendezvous, was actually a virgin birth.
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4. RECONFIGURABLE PARALLEL ALUs
Apropos arrays:
Figure 3.

Example of an rDPA (reconfigurable Data Path Array)
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the reconfigurable arrays[46] demonstrate, that structural programming is not necessarily a domain
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The easy way of programming such an array will be illustrated by the rDPA (reconfigurable Data Path
Array) example by Rainer Kress [47], [48]. Figure 3 shows such an array of rDPs (reconfigurable Data
Paths) and figure 4 illustrates its possibilities of structural programming: the interconnect between the
rDPs, the routing through one rDP, the routing additionally to the operator (OP) inside of the rDP, as well
as the function of the OP. As an example of an array-processing application, the eight equations in
figure 5 are used. A first attempt may result in the solution in figure 6, where 17 bus cycles are necessary,
making the only available bus the
Figure 5.

An application example for the rDPA- structural programming.

y10 := a0 * (b0 + 2 * c0);

y11 := a1 * (y10 + 2 * c1);

y20 := 5 * d0 + e0 + (f0 + b0):

y21 := 5 * y20 + e1 + (f1 + y10):

y30 := g0 * (h0 + 2 * e0);

y31 := y30 * (y40 + 2 * e1);

y40 := (5 * d0 + e0) * f0;

y41 := (5 * y20 + e1) * f1;

performance bottleneck. Out of this, an optimizing algorithm, based on the method of simulated
annealing, generates after a few seconds computing time the solution in figure 7, where the bus is used
only for one transfer cycle. All other connections are local between directly neighboured rDPs. The possibility to program rDPs exclusively as routing-elements, i. e. without using the Operator OP inside the
rDP, results in more flexibility in favour of better optimised solutions. An amazing effect of this method
is the generation of good solutions without the necessity to understand them in detail. Also, the labour to
design sophisticated, but possibly not enough efficient heuristics for a compiler is obsolete. In Kaiserslautern,
Figure 6.

First approach for rDPA-Routing-und-Placement for the problem in
figure 3.
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a two level partitioning compiler has been developed, which accepts a C-dialect (extension of ANSIC) and generates both: sequential code for (von-Neumann-) host and Xputer data sequencer, as well as
structural code for (re-)configuring an rDPA [63] - [65]
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Figure 7.

Optimized rDPA-Routing- and-Placement- solution of the equations in
figure 3.
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5. SEARCHING FOR NEW PARADIGMS
Established well-known disciplines normally have a structured scheme, which is a kind of ‘coordinate
system’ for navigation in their design universe giving a rough orientation. The dimensions to this ‘coordinate system’ are possibly added by a general model for the basic structures of objects from these disciplines. For the classical discipline of ‘Sequential Computing’ a very well suited basic model is available
with the von Neumann paradigm, which gives orientation for all related lecturing requirements. But how
is the situation in newer disciplines of computer science and electrical engineering? What paradigms
give orientation to Hardware/Software Co-Design, Parallel Computing, High Performance Computing
or whatever the names of these non-classical disciplines are?
The crisis of parallel computing is obvious on many panel discussions of their conferences. The more
the market is shrinking, the more drastical is the reaction in the turbulences of the inflating international
academic research scene. The number of conferences of this scene is steadily growing and hardly estimatable. After loosing the touch with the goal, the efforts are mutliplied. The scene is still oriented primarily on the von Neumann paradigm. But maybe this is the reason for this crisis. The von Neumann
model is a computing but no communication paradigm. Thus its level of abstraction is not high enough,
so that it cannot help to navigate through so many different architectures. The von Neumann paradigm is
located one abstraction level too low. Is it the fault of this wrong paradigm, that there are hardly any survey papers and that the plenty of conferences shows only diffuse goals as well as their programs reflect a
chaotic grocery store? Or is the reason of the confusion only the inflation of the conferences combined
with short travel etats, which leads to a strategy of identifying every non-rejected submission with a paying attendee?
But not only parallel computing tries to find high performance solutions, also the scenes of ASAPs
(Application-specific Array Processors), and Systolic Arrays respectively, of Custom Computing
Machines (CCMs) and Hardware/Software Co-Design deal with high performance computing. The scientific area of ASAPs is well organized and reflects a mainstream without containing the von Neumann
paradigm (as only the clock generator is left over from the sequencer). Maybe this results in such a good
systematic of this classical looking theory system.
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Figure 8.

Procedurally data-driven machine.
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H/S Co-Design achieves a higher throughput by software-to-hardware migration, where the objects of
migration are usually very frequently computed loops from the software part, which are therefore performance bottlenecks. E.g., these loops can be implemented into powerful hardware operators used as an
accelerator. The main goal in H/S Co-Design (e.g. designing embedded systems) is an acceptable H/S
Trade-off: achieving a required throughput as cheap (less hardware!) as possible. But H/S Co-Design is
still missing a general model [17]. Thus this scene is splitted by a large variety of different architectures.
The scene of FPGA-based Custom Computing Machines (F-CCMs) is close related to H/S Co-Design,
because here accelerator hardware is also connected to a von Neumann host. This accelerator hardware
is implementing a few powerful application-specific extensions to the instruction set of the host’s universal processor. But F-CCMs concentrate more on the reconfigurable hardware platform of the accelerator,
whereas H/S Co-Design is focusing on automatic partitioning methodologies. Both scenes are missing a
general paradigm.

6. A NEW COMPUTING-PARADIGM BEYOND VON NEUMANN
The von Neumann paradigm is not very well suited for these two disciplines, because of its tight coupling between ALU and instruction sequencer. As soon as the instruction set of the ALU is changed, a
new instruction sequencer is needed. The connection of reconfigurable accelerator hardware to the host
is equivalent to changing the ALU. Thus those accelerators are connected through the ‘backdoor’: the
accelerator is activated by addressing reserved locations of the main memory (figure 2). So the call of an
accelerator function is performed in the mode ‘transport-triggered’ [49] - [54] instead per ‘Instruction
fetch’. Such an improvised interface is a tinker toy approach rather than a general systematic model.
The structural re-programming of a reconfigurable accelerator is each time a different addition to the
instruction set of the ALU, which corresponds to a new ALU. But how can we avoid that partly reconfigurations result in a falling apart of the procesor architecture? Is it maybe possible to sacrifice the instruction sequencer? But without sequencing a processor cannot exist. A way out is using a data sequencer
[55], [56] instead, which is only loosely coupled with the ALU via a few decision bits (figure 8). In this
case activations of powerful accelerating operators are always performed in the mode ‘transport-triggered’, because there exists no longer a classical ‘instruction fetch’. For integrating accelerators into host
environments this data-driven model is useful, because here applications need the same compound operator frequently. The ‘instruction fetch’ is migrated now from run-time to the compile-time of the accelerator.
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By exchanging instruction sequencer to data sequencer a non von Neumann processor is achieved,
which is not control-flow-driven but data-flow-driven [59]. Such a data procedural processor (d-processor, named Xputer1) is working fully deterministically, which doesn’t correspond to a so called data flow
machine [57]. The execution order of such data flow machines isn’t predictable, because an arbiter is
determining the next executable instruction (figure 9).
Figure 9.

Comparisons of different computing paradigms
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Instead of ‘instruction-jumps’ or ‘statement-loops’, a d-processor is performing ‘data-jumps’ and
‘data-loops’. Thus the destinations of jumps are not instructions but data objects [58]. As well as the von
Neumann paradigm guaranties universality of its processors, an existing d-paradigm garanties the universality of d-processors [59] - [62].
A d-processor is also able to work independently in a stand-alone mode [39]. But from a commercial
point of view, a general substitution of von Neumann processors is not possible, because available system- and application-software is not compatible to a d-processor. But the use as co-processor to state-ofthe-art workstations being a flexible or universal accelerator is possible [63] - [65].
Several different mechanisms, which will be sketched only briefly here, open an enormous acceleration potential with reasonable hardware costs for the d-processor applied to algorithms from signal- and
image-processing, mutlimedia and other related fields [37] - [39]. One of these mechanisms is the elimination of different kinds of overheads as well as run-time/compile-time migration, e.g. switching many
communication paths at loading time instead run-time. The importance of this migration will be emphasized by the normally unsolved explosion of communication switches in the classical massively parallel
computer systems. Frequently measured speed-up factors (in the extreme case more than 3 orders of
magnitude) show, that d-processors are a promising universal platform [12], [38], [55], [60] - [68].
Another mechanism is detecting and implementing parallelism on data path level into the reconfigurable devices [47], [48], [64]. The reconfigurable devices in our approach demonstrate, that structural programming represent a systematic way in synthesizing specifications efficiently into an array of
reconfigurable data path units (DPUs). This was explained by the reconfigurable data path array (rDPA)
approach in section 4.
The application development and support environment CoDe-X (Co-Design for Xputers) is integrating automatically d-processors into von Neumann hosts transparently for the user (see figure 10) [63],
[65].

1. non von Neumann, not to be mixed up with the Transputer, which is a von Neumann processor
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Figure 10.

Overview on application development environment CoDe-X
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Input to the CoDe-X framework is a C-dialect, which is an extension to ANSI C including an optional
data-procedural extension [58] (see function library in figure 10) for achieving highest possible acceleration factors from d-processors. So, commercially available software can be automatically accelerated by
using CoDe-X and d-processors by reasonable hardware costs. CoDe-X is therefore performing a twolevel partitioning approach as illustrated in figure 10:
• the first level is performing a profiling-driven Host/Xputer partitioning, where performance
bottlenecks are allocated to the accelerator hardware.
• The X-C compiler in the second level is generating sequential (DS code) and structural (rALU
code) by optimizing parameter-driven the Xputer hardware utilization.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Hardware has become soft and introduces the parallelism of the space-dimension, the Computing by
the Yard [1] into the attention of the – until now – only von Neumann oriented, therefore mainly procedurally thinking High-Performance- und Parallel-Computing-scenes. This is a milestone and shows a
possible way to the dichotomic Computing Science (computing over the time and in the space). The
Systolic-Array-scene developed mappings, which connect both worlds. But the nearly monopolistic
dominant von-Neumann-Paradigm is a Paradigm of the computing over the time, but not of the computing in the space. We have introduced a paradigm, which shows a way towards a systematic dichotomy of
Computing Sciences. This novel d-paradigm integrates programming and resources for computing in
both worlds and has mainstream potential. It has the chance to break the monopoly of the von Neumann
paradigm as a conceptual backbone of computer science.
The conference-inflation of the High-Performance-Computing is already giving a signal for a mass
movement of a general new time of departures — away from the von-Neumann-Paradigm? A new religion or only a new sect? But the direction is not known yet and there are growing doubts about the sense
of clinging desperately to the von-Neumann-Paradigm supposed to be the only glorifying solution.
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